please don’t

who would like to share?

- HOW TO IDENTIFY SIGNS OF GVR
- HOW DO WE MAKE THESE KNOWN! CREATING AWARENESS
- SAFE SPACES
these skills training are definitely interesting. i can't wait for the harvest.

i have harvested enough for my family's consumption and for the market.

Baking 101

make sure the dough is evenly spread on the sheet.

the workshop really paid off. i am able to feed my family comfortably from the sales.

well, this is very interesting.

Alert!!!

workshop to learn additional ways of earning in times of crisis when sex work becomes difficult and dangerous to carry out.

I should tell my friends about this workshop. it really helped me out.

remember our toll free lines are open 24/7. our counsellors are always ready to help.
Hi Ma'am, some food and meds to help you through these uncertain times. Have a lovely day.

Thank you very much.
hi there,
I needed someone to talk to

I am here to help you in any way that I can

we are here for you, always remember that you are never alone!

you are always welcome to the group therapy sessions.

happens twice every week. let others in your circles know of the next session. as usual its free to join.